The overall mechanical structure is very similar to that of the dipoles; the single layer coil is spaced from the cold iron by a 5 mm thick plastic(RX-630) insulator which incorporates the pole spacers. The iron collars are compressed and keyed. Thus the iron serves the purposes of both return yoke and mechanical constraint. Mechanically, the iron has two fold(dipo1e) symmetry, dowing the use of the same press and techniques for assembly as the dipole. Calculations indicate that the coarser features of this symmetry breaking do not produce significant field perturbations. Detailed study reveals two problems:
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A BSTR A CT
A series of preproduction superconducting quadrupoles has been constructed at Brookhaven National Laboratory. These magnets have an operating gradient of 71 Tesla/meter with a coil bore of 80 mm. The eight magnets are exact prototypes of the quadrupoles which will be used in the arcs. These magnets were tested and measured and met the accelerator specifications.
INTRODUCTION
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) will be a colliding beam facility with design energy of 100 X 100 GeV/u for ions as heavy as Au. The necessary focusing will be supplied by 492 superconducting main quadrupoles and 72 superconducting trim quadrupoles. Of these, 420 will have a coil inner bore of 80 mm, and design gradient of 71 Tesla/meter at a design current of 5000 A. The two accelerator/storage rings are divided into "regular arcs" and intersection regions. The arcs contain 276 quadrupoles of bore 80 mm and magnetic length 1.11 meters. In addition the insertion regions contain 144 additional 80 mm quadrupoles with lengths ranging from 0.93 to 1.81 meters. These magnets will use the same superconducting cable and mechanical configuration as the dipoles.
DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
The basic machine requirement is for quadrupoles with 80 mm bore and design gradient of 71 T/m. Practical considerations force maximum commonality with the dipole magnets. The same 30 wire copper stabilized NbTi superconductor has been used. Thus the quadrupole o p erating current is nominally equal (5000 A) to that of the dipoles (the quadrupoles are NOT in series with the dipoles). Overall parameters are specified in Table 1. 0-7803-1203-1/93$03.00 0 1993 IEEE
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Pole Motion In the dipole it is possible to key the pole directly to the iron because during assembly, there is no relative motion. This is not possible with a two part quadrupole assembly. The system used in these magnets is to key the insulators at the iron joints; during assembly the insulators and the coils slide within the iron until the tabs on the insulators contact the iron. This is less accurate and more complex than keying directly at the poles.
Iron Deformation T h e necessary prestress is a p plied with the iron collars. These collars bend under the applied load distorting the inner circumference and the coil. The same distortion occurs during dipole assembly, but produces dipole symmetric terms which are easily compensated by coil design. In the quadrupole this distortion produces 419~80, ... terms which can not be easily compensated for in the coil design.
MAGNETIC FIELD
The magnetic field is computed with a combination of analytic techniques for the coil cross section and finite element codes for the iron yoke. For the central section of the magnet, the dowed harmonics( 2,6,10 0) are readily calculated. Fig. 1 shows the calculations and the measurements for the fundamental and the first allowed harmonic(see appendix for definition of units used). The deviations are compatible with the mechanical uncertainties (50 pm) in the coil at 4 K.
The central harmonics are summarized in Table 2 . Aside from the octupole(b3) only the sextupole(b2) is noticeable. The large fluctuation in this term indicates that it is due to some random variation in magnet construction. with two different numerical integration programs, with rough agreement. There is significant uncertainty in the shape in the assembled magnet, in addition, one end of the magnet has external leads and cutouts in the iron to accommodate the leads. The fields are varying over distances comparable to the coil radius, which makes measurements difficult. The measurements have been carried out with a rotating coil 229 mm long, which is stepped through the magnet. Fig. 2 compares the calculations with the rotating coil measurements. Even though the calculations have been integrated over 229 mm they show rapid variations. The agreement for b5 is disappointing, but the large contribution from the leads is apparent. The cross section of this series of magnets was 
OCTUPOLE
Mixing quadrupole(28) and dipole( 18) symmetries produces octupole(48) and higher 4n terms. Substantial octupoles have been observed in all RHIC quadrupoles2. In the process of clamping the coil with the steel collars the collars are distorted. Detailed measurements of this distortion have been made on a larger aperture quadrupole3. These show that the inner radius is reduced, and that the angle (nominally 180°) swept by the half yoke is increased. This appears to account for the observed octupole in the 130 mm quadrupoles. The only mechanical measurements on 80 mm magnets are on dipoles. Since the assembly technique is the same, these are used to calculate the octupole. The measured deformation is 150 CLm.
QUENCH PERFORMANCE
The quench behavior of these magnets is shown in Fig. 3 . The design has a large margin, 44%, and the worst case quench is 22% above the design gradient. The I,, critical current limiting field is calculated in the same way as for dipoles, where it gives a prediction of quench plateau within 2%. Interestingly, these quadrupoles (and others constructed at this laboratory) consistently exceed this limit by -10%. The training may be due to the mechanical constraints on the leads. This w i l l be investigated.
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Figure 3:
Quench Currents as a function of event number for these quadrupoles. Design current(5000 A) is indicated with dashed line, predicted critical current limit is shown with dotted line. Legend identifies which of the 4 coils in magnet quenched.
